
supports relatively few languages compared with

competitors. However, it has begun to partner with other

companies (e.g., Kiuwan) to leverage its partners’

extensive language support library, which should

significantly expand its coverage. This doesn’t apply to

IAST language support, which is fairly broad.

Customer support: Contrast Security offers 24/7 global

customer support options. However, language support is

relatively limited compared to other vendors. It covers

North America, the U.K., the EU and Japan, and supports

the English, German, French and Japanese languages.

GitHub

GitHub is a Challenger in this Magic Quadrant. GitHub offers

AST capabilities via the GitHub Advanced Security (GHAS)

add-on SKU for GitHub Enterprise. This includes proprietary

capabilities for SAST, SCA, secrets scanning and software

supply chain security, in addition to open-source, commercial

and third-party integrations for DAST, API security, MAST, IaC

scanning and container security.

During the past year, GitHub has added a capability to

proactively prevent secrets from being pushed to source

code repositories, a feature it calls “push protection.”

GitHub is a good fit for organizations with GitHub Enterprise

looking to either rationalize their application security

investments or better integrate security practices into their

development workflows.

Strengths

Developer enablement: GitHub’s ownership of source

code management and CI/CD tools positions it well to

tightly integrate security into development workflows (e.g.,

dependency review), which can improve the developer

experience and shift left application security practices.

Open-source community: GitHub’s popularity as the

largest open-source code repository helps open-source

developers to access GHAS capabilities and provide

feedback. The feedback loop from the community helps

GitHub to continually improve its AST capabilities.

npm package scanning: GitHub owns the public npm
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